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Shameless self-promotion



Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs): 
the “gold standard” for estimating causal effects
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Often barriers to RCTs in energy innovation 
settings or worries that they’re impractical but….
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Quasi-experimental approaches 



Can take advantage of other quirks (intentional 
or not) and/or can proactively embed them



Howell (2017) compares outcomes of those just 
above/below ranking cutoff determining funding



Can (should?) embed “random” variation in program design

Define objectives and identify potential intermediate outcome 
proxies upfront

Develop and implement data collection and management 
processes upfront

To extent possible, track outcomes of both winners and losers, 
but still can do some things w/o data on losers as well…

What can funders do to enable rigorous 
analyses? Important measures to take upfront
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Estimating effects w/o data on “losers”?
Example from studying policy interactions
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R&D subsidies come in various forms



Estimating policy interaction effects 
is not easy but also not impossible



Difference-in-discontinuity design: 
grants and tax credits in the UK found to be 
complements for small firms
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Difference-in-discontinuity design: 
grants and tax credits in the UK found to be 
complements for small firms

Grant funding effect on R&D with 
lower tax credit (2008-2012)

Grant funding effect on R&D with 
higher tax credit (2013-2017)



Takeaway #2: evaluation helpful not just for 
understanding causal effect of $$ but also informing 
program and policy design (the “why”)

Takeaway #1: can be proactive upfront to 
embed quasi-experimental variation and develop 
processes to systematically collect data on inputs and
outcomes.

Thank you!
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